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Abstract: Blockchain has the potential to reconfigure the contemporary economic, legal, political
and cultural landscape, causing a flood of research on this topic. However, limited efforts have
been made to conduct retrospective research to appraise the blockchain studies in the recent period,
easily leading to a neglect of new technological trends. Consequently, the present research designs
a quantitative- and qualitative-analysis procedure to review the latest research status. Adopting a
four-step workflow, six research hotspots (i.e., the specific application areas of blockchain technology,
the integration of blockchain and other technologies, the driving factors of blockchain, the values
of blockchain technology, the types of blockchain and the core technologies of blockchain) and
five research frontiers (i.e., entrepreneurship, contract, industrial internet, data management and
distributed ledger technology) were detected using quantitative analysis. Furthermore, three other
topics (i.e., the Internet of things, access control and trust) and two research gaps (i.e., the true effect
of blockchain technology on firms’ operational efficiency and the regulation of the “dark sides” of
blockchain technology) were also identified, using qualitative analysis. Finally, the evolutionary
paths were qualitatively analyzed, and then three phases of blockchain research were summarized.
The conclusions are able to provide a more comprehensive enlightenment regarding blockchain’s
research hotspots, research frontiers, evolutionary paths and research gaps in the recent period, from
2015 to 2021, and to provide a reference for future research.

Keywords: blockchain; cryptography; smart contract; distributed storage; consensus mechanism;
visualized analysis

1. Introduction

Blockchain was first proposed by Nakamoto, and was adopted as a system for elec-
tronic transactions without relying on trust [1]. The core technologies of blockchain include
cryptography, distributed storage, consensus mechanism and smart contract. Cryptogra-
phy, as the cornerstone of blockchain, endows blockchain with the characteristics of being
tamper-proof and collision-proof, ensuring the security of the whole blockchain system [2].
As the framework of blockchain, distributed storage uses distributed ledger to store data
and endows blockchain with characteristics of decentralization, which can effectively solve
problems such as data loss [3]. Although distributed ledgers can guarantee the safe op-
eration of data, it usually faces the Byzantine generals problem. Consensus mechanism,
as a new technology to solve the Byzantine generals problem, coordinates the accounts of
all nodes in blockchain networks and then maintains the normal operation of the whole
blockchain [4]. In addition, the emergence of blockchain makes it possible to apply smart
contracts on a large scale. Smart contracts, with the advantages of disintermediation, trans-
parency and public trust, build the transactional relationship of contracts into a technical
code that is executed automatically [5] and broadens the application scenarios of blockchain
technology [6]. The above four core technologies make blockchain decentralized, trustless,
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open and data-reliable [7] (Skowroński, 2019), which attracts much attention from scholars.
Additionally, as a cryptographic-based distributed ledger [8], blockchain can facilitates
peer-to-peer value transfers of all sorts, from digital currency to physical commodities and
land titles, without the need for an intermediary such as banks, accountants, or lawyers [5].
What is more, blockchain technology can keep an open record of all transactions or com-
puterized events that have been executed and shared among partaking parties [9]. In other
words, blockchain is a distributed database capable of providing an unalterable record
of digital transactions [10]. As Wang et al. [11] pointed out, the blockchain network has
the characteristics of decentralization and transparency, so that the information shared
among traders in real time cannot be tampered with, which meets the requirements of the
digital age [12]. These features contribute to its extensive applications in various domains,
such as insurance [13,14], finance [15,16], supply chain [17,18], healthcare [19], construction
industry [20] and fraud detection [21].

Given its popularity, scholars have published several systematic reviews of blockchain
research in various fields. For example, Hölbl et al. [22] conducted a systematic review of the
adoption of blockchain platforms in health care. Additionally, Bodkhe et al. [23] conducted
a systematic review of various solutions based on blockchain from a technical perspective,
focusing on topics such as data storage, network latency, auditability, immutability and
traceability. This research provided insights to readers of the importance of blockchain
technology for various smart applications. In addition, many scholars have conducted
application scenario analyses and reviews on blockchain research for the purpose of better
understanding the research progress of this field. For instance, Kim [24] analyzed the
blockchain development status based on examining the relationship between blockchain
patents and enterprise value. Zheng et al. [25] summarized the blockchain framework, and
typical consensus algorithms are compared in different application scenarios and phases.
Moreover, they listed current challenges and future development trends of blockchain
technology. Based on data gathered from the Web of Science (WoS) database, Guo [26]
conducted a visual analysis on blockchain research including its research status and trends
by using Citespace software. However, blockchain technology is developing with each
new day, and new research on blockchain is deepening, with a batch of new research
hotspots and frontiers emerging. All of these make current reviews unable to keep pace
with today’s blockchain technology, easily causing a neglect in new technological trends.
Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the development status and trends of blockchain by
considering the new literature. This study aims to fill this gap and pick up where the
current researches left off. For this purpose, the present research intends to use quantitative
analysis (i.e., scientometric analysis) and qualitative analysis (i.e., content analysis) to
review blockchain research in the most recent period, from 2015 to 2021. As exhibited in
Figure 1, by designing and adopting a four-step research procedure which is composed
of data collection, descriptive analysis, quantitative analysis, and qualitative analysis to
supplement conclusions form quantitative analysis, this research can achieve the following
research objectives: (1) to analyze the main research hotspots in the blockchain research
field; (2) to identify the current research frontiers for deeper research; (3) to describe the
research evolutionary trends; and (4) to grasp the research gaps which will guide future
research directions. The conclusions can enlighten researchers more comprehensively as to
blockchain’s research hotspots, research frontiers, evolution paths and research gaps in the
more recent period, from 2015 to 2021, and provide reference for future research.

The remaining structure of this paper is summarized as follows. Section 2 proposes a
research design combining quantitative with qualitative analysis and explains the process
of data collection in detail. The descriptive analysis, quantitative analysis and qualitative
analysis are presented in Section 3. Through this design, this research identified the research
hotspots, frontiers, evolution paths and research gaps of blockchain research from 2015
to 2021. This research concludes with an overview, limitations and recommendations in
Section 4.
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Figure 1. The research procedure of the present study.

2. Research Design
2.1. Methods

In this study, quantitative and qualitative analysis were adopted to review blockchain
research. By means of CitespaceV, research hotspots and frontiers can be preliminarily
described using quantitative analysis, objectively. By quantitative analysis complementing
the results of quantitative analysis, some important but neglected research topics can
be identified.

As noted above, CitespaceV is the main tool used for quantitative analysis in this
study. By collecting literature data from the WoS database, visualized clusters of co-cited
references can be generated by CitespaceV [27]. These visualized clusters are usually
regarded as research hotspots in research communities [28,29]. In comparison with other
bibliometrics software, CitespaceV has its own special advantage, that is, it can conduct
keyword-burst analysis. Specifically, a keyword which has been of highly concern to the
academic community in a certain period of time will be marked as citation burst [30].
So, this function is usually utilized to find research frontiers. Consequently, this study
mainly conducts document co-citation analysis and keyword-burst analysis, adopting
CitespaceV to identify the research hotspots and research frontiers of blockchain research.
To better complete document co-citation analysis, citation frequency (CF), betweenness
centrality (BC) and citation burst (CB) are constructed to define whether the literatures
are important or not. CF stands for the recognition of literature by researchers, which
is a sign for measuring the academic contribution of a publication [30]. As far as BC is
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concerned, an article with a higher BC (>0.1) will act as a medium among different groups.
As Chen et al. [27] pointed out, the high-CB article means that it attracts a wide range of
scholars in a certain period of time. Moreover, the cited references are selected as the nodes
in this study, and the importance of nodes (NIF) is judged by NCF (nodes’ CF) and NBC
(nodes’ BC), that is, NIF = NCF × (NBC + 1). In addition, citation bursts of keywords indicate
the speed with which new keywords are taken up [31]. Therefore, keyword-burst analysis
is served as the method to detect new trends and frontiers of the blockchain research field.

With regard to qualitative analysis, relevant experts have pointed that that bibliometric
analysis can never act as a substitute for manual reviews, despite the fact that bibliometric
analysis can objectively and fairly reveal the relationship between different studies [32].
Therefore, in-depth qualitative analysis must inevitably be carried out to supplement the
conclusions drawn from quantitative analysis and identify the important research topics
neglected by quantitative analysis due to low co-citation frequency, as well as to find out
research gaps.

2.2. Data Collection and Processing

The WoS database is one of the largest and most prestigious citation databases in the
world, and contains many authoritative and influential international academic journals and
publications [28,29]. What is more, it is often used as a data source to carry out bibliometric
analysis in many research fields [28,29,33–35]. Therefore, we took the WoS database as the
main source to collect relevant literature on blockchain research. Important information
from publications, such as publication year, source journals, etc., was gathered. In addition,
we set the time span from 2015 to 2021, for the reason that blockchain technology has been
attracting attention from various government agencies since 2015, and research around
blockchain in various countries increased greatly in 2015 [36]. Furthermore, the present
research intends to track the latest development of blockchain research, so the end date
was set for 31 December 2021.

Specifically, we entered the following search codes in the WoS database for literature
screening: TI = (blockchain). Here, the “TI” indicates the title of the publication, while “()”
means the exact search. In this way, we can obtain accurate results related to blockchain
research. In addition, as illustrated in the Figure 1, we designed a two-round literature
screening process. First of all, we excluded proceedings papers and chapters of books
which could not provide enough valuable information when compared with journal articles.
Secondly, journal articles that were obviously unrelated to the blockchain research field were
also screened out. Therefore, the data accuracy of this study is guaranteed by eliminating
publications that are not in the scope of or do not focus on blockchain research. Specifically,
the title-based search in the WoS database obtained 4994 relevant initial records. The
first round of screening removed 322 records, such as Pankova [37], because they did not
provide as much information as journal papers. In addition, the second round of screening
excluded 278 records, such as Serra-Navarro et al. [38], which focused on problems from
other subject areas (i.e., art). Moreover, it was essential to carry out a quantitative analysis
based on the function of removing duplicate document records from CitespaceV, resulting
in 65 duplicate literature records being deleted. As a result, 4329 final records were gathered
in this study.

3. Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis
3.1. Descriptive Analysis
3.1.1. The Overall Trends of Publications

Figure 2 shows the distribution of 4329 records in 2015–2021. As can be seen in
Figure 2, the number of articles published has surged since 2015. This shows that the
research community has become more and more interested in the output of blockchain
research in recent years.
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3.1.2. Primary-Source Journals

This research identifies and evaluates selected primary-source journals for journal
articles on blockchain research. The results are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The top10 source journals in the blockchain research field from 2015 to 2021.

Source Journal Publication Co Countries Field

IEEE Access 531 (12.79%) 2405 USA CS
IEEE Internet of
Things Journal 166 (3.83%) 1392 USA CS

Sensors 143 (3.30%) 746 Switzerland EN
Sustainability 131 (3.03%) 457 Switzerland S&T

Applied Sciences-Basel 106 (2.45%) 288 Switzerland EN
IEEE Network 91 (2.10%) 620 USA CS

Electronics 81 (1.87%) 111 Switzerland CS
Frontiers In Blockchain 79 (1.82%) 416 Germany BT

Future Generation
Computer System 76 (1.76%) 1353 The

Netherlands CS

IEEE Transactions on
industrial informatics 75 (1.76%) 1113 USA CS

Note: Co = frequency of co-citations of journals; Country = host countries; CS = computer science;
EN = engineering; S&T = Sustainability science and technology; BT = blockchain technology.

The total 890 journals published 4329 articles from 2015 to 2021, and Table 1 shows
the top 10 publishers with the highest yield in the blockchain research field, including
journal percentages and co-citation frequencies as assessed by Citespace’s journal co-
citation function, and journals’ host countries and research areas. Obviously, most of
the top 10 journals are closely related to computer science. IEEE Access had published
531 articles in the blockchain research field, ranking first. The journal with the second
largest number of publications is IEEE Internet of Things Journal (publication = 166),
followed by Sensors (publication = 43). According to Li et al. [29], the degree of authority
and influence of a journal can be evaluated by its citation frequency. Thus, from this
perspective, the top three most influential journals were IEEE Access (co-citation = 2405),
IEEE Internet of Things Journal (co-citation = 1392) and Future Generation Computer
System (co-citation = 1353). Considering the publishing quantity and frequency of co-
citations of journals, this research takes IEEE Access and the IEEE Internet of Things
Journal as the most influential journals in the blockchain research field. In addition, it
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is worth noting that Sensors, Sustainability, Applied Sciences-Basel and Electronics are
all MDPI journals. Moreover, other MDPI journals such as Mathematics and Journal of
Theoretical and Applied Electronic Commerce Research have also published a large number
of valuable articles in the blockchain research field. Indeed, MDPI publisher has published
2235 articles focusing on blockchain technology until now, making a great contribution to
the advancement of this research field.

3.1.3. Academic Performance of Different Stakeholders

The academic contribution of stakeholders was separated into different levels: macro
level (countries/regions), intermediate level (institutions) and micro level (authors). Such
classification can provide researchers with a comprehensive understanding of the scholarly
performances of important stakeholders at all levels [29,39]. In summary, authors from
111 countries/regions published their articles in the blockchain research field from 2015 to
2021. Table 2 presents the top10 most effective countries/regions. It can be seen that China
exceeds the number of papers published by all other countries/regions, with 1641 papers.
It is obvious that the top three countries, including China, the United States, and India
published 64.33% of all the publications, showing their huge contributions. Among other
countries/regions, researchers from South Korea, Great Britain, Australia, Canada, Saudi
Arabia, Taiwan, and Italy, contributed greatly to this field, as well. Because blockchain has
huge application prospects, many countries/regions have introduced a series of policies
to encourage the development and application of blockchain technology. For instance,
China listed blockchain technology as a strategic frontier technology, requiring an ad-
vanced layout for the first time in the 13th Five-Year National Informatization Plan in
2016. Therefore, this year is also the first year for Chinese scholars to conduct blockchain
research (He et al., 2018). Although blockchain-related research started late in China, the
Chinese government attaches great importance to the advancement of blockchain tech-
nology. For instance, in March 2021, the Global Energy Interconnection Development
and Cooperation Organization (GEIDCO) put forward a plan to achieve carbon reduction
targets by building the Chinese energy internet and using blockchain technology. That is
why blockchain technology is so popular in China, and the number of research studies is
growing rapidly. In addition, the connection between different countries and regions of the
academic activities of central countries/regions are identified, using betweenness centrality
(>0.1). To be specific, England (centrality = 0.16), Saudi Arabia (centrality = 0.14) and USA
(centrality = 0.13) occupy the key position in connecting different countries and regions,
showing their outstanding academic performances in the blockchain research field (as can
be seen in Table 2).

Table 2. The top10 productive countries/regions in the blockchain research field from 2015 to 2021.

Country/Region Publication Centrality Country/Region Publication Centrality

China 1641 (37.91%) 0.06 Australia 279 (6.44%) 0.06
USA 756 (17.46%) 0.13 Canada 259 (5.98%) 0.10
India 388 (8.96%) 0.08 Saudi Arabia 239 (5.52%) 0.14

South Korea 349 (8.06%) 0.03 Taiwan 179 (4.13%) 0.03
England 340 (7.85%) 0.16 Italy 160 (3.70%) 0.08

From an intermediate-level (institution) perspective, Table 3 displays the top 10 in-
stitutions in terms of the number of publications. As can be seen, Beijing University of
Posts and Telecommunications topped the list with 113 papers, followed by the Chinese
Academy of Sciences (publication = 91). The remaining productive organizations came
from Saudi Arabia, China, Singapore and the USA.
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Table 3. The top10 most productive institutions in the blockchain research field from 2015 to 2021.

Institution Country Publication Percentage AVE

Beijing University of Posts and
Telecommunications China 113 2.61% 24.79

Chinese Academy of Sciences China 91 2.10% 16.82
King Saud University Saudi Arabia 82 1.89% 16.49

Xidian University China 77 1.78% 16.01
University of Electronic Science and

Technology of China China 72 1.66% 30.46

Beijing Institute of Technology China 53 1.22% 23.77
Wuhan University China 52 1.20% 17.18

Nanyang Technological University Singapore 51 1.18% 34.83
University of Texas at SAN Antonio USA 51 1.18% 31.82

Asia University, Taiwan China 49 1.13% 13.16
Note: AVE = the average citation frequency of all papers in the corresponding institutions.

Additionally, AVE in Table 3 refers to the average citation frequency of an institutions’
correlative publications, as AVE = NCF /n. Here, “NCF” represents the citation frequency of
all publications of institutions, and “n” means the number of papers published by different
institutions. Consequently, AVE could be used to describe the academic influence and
visibility of institutions (Li et al., 2021). It is noteworthy that the AVE of Nanyang Techno-
logical University (AVE = 34.83) and University of Texas at SAN Antonio (AVE = 31.82) are
quite high, indicating that these institutions have great academic influence and popularity.

Table 4 lists the top10 most productive authors in the field of blockchain research. It
can be seen that all the listed scholars have at least 26 articles in the blockchain research
field. To further evaluate their academic performances, we used both h-index and average
citation per publication (AVE). In this respect, Yan Zhang had the highest h-index, of 25.
In addition, Yan Zhang and Dusit Niyato had an AVE of 42.43 and 40.79, respectively,
showing their outstanding influence in this field. All thing considered, this research takes
Yan Zhang, Kim-Kwang Raymond Choo and Neeraj Kumar as the core authors in the
blockchain research field.

Table 4. The top10 productive authors in the blockchain research field from 2002 to 2020.

Author Publi- h-Index AVE Author Publi- h-Index AVE

Neeraj Kumar 49 22 21.84 F. Richard Yu 30 16 28.76
Khaled Salah 47 15 29 Sudeep Tanwar 28 12 15.33

Kim-Kwang Raymond Choo 45 24 33.91 Mohsen Guizani 28 14 31.61
Yan Zhang 31 25 42.43 Debiao He 28 15 29.07

Raja Jayaraman 31 8 8.14 Dusit Niyato 26 16 40.79

Note: Publi- = Publication; AVE = average citations per publication.

3.2. Quantitative Analysis
3.2.1. Document Co-citation Analysis

As mentioned previously, we utilized CitespaceV to conduct a literature co-citation
analysis, and evaluated the importance degree (NIF) of the literature from 2015 to 2021,
based on the formula of NIF = NCF × (NBC + 1), similar to Sun and Zhai [40]. Table 5
presents the top 10 key publications’ specific NIF data, which range from 519.12 to 205.02.
To be specific, Christidis and Devetsikiotis [41], Zheng et al. [25], and Zheng et al. [42]
received an NIF of 519.12, 380.77 and 318.15, respectively, ranking within the top three.
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Table 5. The top 10 key documents in the blockchain research field from 2015 to 2021.

Literature Journal Topic NCF NBC NIF

Christidis and Devetsikiotis
(2016) [41] IEEE Access A 504 0.03 519.12

Zheng et al. (2017) [25] IEEE International congress on Big Data B 377 0.01 380.77
Zheng et al. (2018) [42] International Journal of Web and Grid Services A 315 0.01 318.15

Zyskind et al. (2015) [43] IEEE Security and Privacy Workshops C 284 0.01 286.84
Androulaki et al. (2018) [44] Proceedings of the Thirteenth Eurosys Conference A 281 0.02 286.62

Kosba et al. (2016) [45] IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy A 235 0.03 242.05
Azaria et al. (2016) [46] International Conference on Open and Big Data A 214 0.05 224.70
Saberi et al. (2019) [47] International Journal of Production Research A 214 0.02 218.28

Aitzhan et al. (2016) [48] IEEE Transactions on Dependable and
Secure Computing C 204 0.06 216.24

Yli-Huumo et al. (2016) [49] Plos One B 201 0.02 205.02

Notes: A = The application of blockchain technology; B = Literature review; C = Blockchain privacy protection.

In addition, through the research subjects of the top 10 key-node articles, it is obvious
that these articles mainly focus on the application of blockchain technology (i.e., topic A).

Subsequently, cluster analysis was adopted after document co-citation analysis. In
Figure 3, clustering labeled with the LLR algorithm visually presents the main research top-
ics of blockchain research. The correlative parameters of the network are labeled in Figure 3.
In particular, the modularity, Q, of 0.8146, is fairly high (>0.7), which demonstrates that
inter-cluster connections are considerable and overwhelming [50]. In addition, the mean
silhouette utilized to evaluate the average homogeneity of the network is 0.7414 (>0.5),
showing an ideal silhouette value and a more uniform structure [50].
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It is worth noting that we set the parameter of Look Back Years to seven (the initial value
from the software) in CitespaceV. Therefore, four clusters include the literature published
before 2015. To keep in line with the research objectives, this research removed the clusters
including much of the literature published before 2015 (such as cluster #2) in the follow-up
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analysis, because this research aimed to track the latest research progress in blockchain
research from 2015 to 2021. In addition, in Figure 3, clusters with a small number of
members are also ignored. In this way, we finally achieve 18 effective clusters, as seen in
Table 6.

Table 6. Cluster of co-references for blockchain research from 2015 to 2021.

Cluster Cluster Label (LLR) Size Silhouette Representative Article

#0 supply chain management 46 0.96 Khanna et al. (2020) [51]; Saberi et al. (2020) [52]
#1 cloud storage 44 0.934 Miao et al. (2020) [53]; Sharma et al. (2020) [54]
#3 bandwidth 38 0.882 Zhang et al. (2020) [55]
#4 traceability 38 0.906 Guo et al. (2021) [26]; Mitani and Otsuka (2020) [56]
#5 consortium blockchain 37 0.968 Guo et al. (2020) [57]
#7 COVID-19 32 0.977 Tan et al. (2020) [58]; Kalla et al. (2020) [59]

#10 privacy protection 29 0.868 Patil et al. (2020) [60]; Sun et al. (2021) [30]
#11 authentication 28 0.98 Mwitende et al. (2020) [61]; Cui et al. (2020) [62]
#12 e-commerce 28 0.95 Deng et al. (2021) [63]; Harish et al. (2021) [64]
#13 industry 4 28 0.789 Zuo et al. (2021) [65]; Aste et al. (2017) [66]
#14 smart grid 28 0.929 Tanwar et al. (2020) [67]; Mengelkamp et al. (2018) [68]
#15 renewable energy 27 0.856 Huh et al. (2019) [69]; Tsao and Thanh (2021) [70]
#16 communication system security 26 0.876 Gao et al. (2021) [71]
#18 security 24 0.988 Lin and Liao (2017) [72]
#19 smart contract 23 1 Ciatto et al. (2020) [73]; Macrinici et al. (2018) [74]
#20 bitcoin mining 22 0.849 Kufeoglu and Zkuran (2019) [75]
#21 smart homes 18 0.93 Sabir et al. (2020) [52]; Hosseinian et al. (2020) [76]
#22 ethereum 17 0.966 Tikhomirov et al. (2017) [77]

The clusters are sorted by size. Table 6 shows that cluster 0, “supply chain man-
agement”, is the largest cluster, with 46 literature articles, followed by cluster 1, “cloud
storage”, with 44 members and cluster 3, “bandwidth”, with 38 members. Additionally,
the silhouettes utilized to assess clusters’ homogeneity are showed, and the representative
documents of these cluster are chosen for the reason of their high co-citations. Therefore,
the representative documents are worthy of more attention.

Cluster 0, “supply chain management”, has 46 members. This cluster reflects hotspot 1:
the specific application areas of blockchain technology. In addition, cluster 7 (COVID-19),
cluster 12 (e-commerce), cluster 13 (industry 4), cluster 14 (smart grid), cluster 15 (renew-
able energy), cluster 20 (bitcoin mining) and cluster 21 (smart homes) also represent the
application scenarios of blockchain technology. With the globalization of supply chains,
the management of supply chains becomes more and more difficult and complex. Corre-
spondingly, there are many potential obstacles and difficulties to overcome when using
blockchain technology to promote the sustainable development of supply chains. These
barriers and difficulties are multifaceted, and more empirical research is needed to explore
the significance of them [52]. However, this does not prevent blockchain from playing an
irreplaceable role in many other fields. For instance, blockchain technology can play an
important role in healthcare, reducing the spread of misinformation during COVID-19 [78].
Similarly, electronic transactions based on blockchain cryptocurrency systems have become
very popular in commerce. As an emerging technology, blockchain can add trust, security
and decentralization to different industrial sectors, providing detailed guidance for future
Industry 4.0 development as well [79]. As for the bitcoin-mining algorithm, blockchain
technology’ security relies solely on the computationally intensive bitcoin-mining algo-
rithm, which is an essential part of maintaining the entire blockchain network and can
prevent double spending of bitcoins and tampering with confirmed transactions. What
is more, this kind of algorithm is not excessive, in contrast to the public perception that
bitcoin mining is a serious waste of energy [80]. In addition, blockchain technology can
drive innovation in energy. It is well known that the increasing availability of renewable
energy in the energy system requires new market approaches to pricing and distribution.
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Blockchain could effectively provide a market platform for trading in local energy pro-
duction without the need for a central intermediary [68]. A smart grid is a new type of
electricity that effectively combines green and renewable-energy technologies; this grid is
undergoing a transformation, to decentralized topology from its centralized form, during
which blockchain technology is needed to solve the major security challenges that smart
grids face in this transition [81]. In addition to the above application areas, blockchain can
also better serve the public in daily life. The advantages of blockchain, such as privacy,
credibility and reliability can be fully reflected in the smart-furniture environment, which
can further play an important role in the Internet-of-things industry [82].

Cluster 1, “cloud storage”, has 44 members, and it reflects hotspot 2: the integration of
blockchain and other technologies. Cloud storage is an emerging storage method derived
from the development of cloud computing and it can reduce the burden of local storage [83].
However, traditional cloud storage inevitably brings data integrity and privacy issues. To
solve the above problems, Li et al. [84] put forward a blockchain-based distributed cloud-
storage security architecture, and verified that the architecture was significantly superior to
the traditional architecture in terms of security and network-transmission delay. Although
public verification technology can protect data integrity, this method is prone to be affected
by the work schedule of auditors. Based on this, Zhang et al. [85] proposed a certificateless
public-authentication scheme, CPVPA, using blockchain technology to solve this problem,
which can help users check whether auditors can complete their work within the specified
time. In their framework, Zhang et al. [85] proved that CPVPA is secure, and does not have
certificate management problems.

Cluster 3, “bandwidth”, has 38 members, and it reflects hotspot 3: the driving factors
of blockchain. Similarly, cluster 11 (authentication) also represent this hotspot. Bandwidth
provides the basis for the development of the blockchain 1.0 era represented by bitcoin.
To ensure blockchain operational efficiency, network bandwidth fundamentally limits
blockchain technology throughput. That is to say, the blockchain network cannot reach
consensus and consistency without an appropriate network bandwidth. Therefore, the
rational allocation of bandwidth resources can affect the system utility [86]. However, faced
with the differences in the parallelism requirements of various new computing tasks, the
efficiency needs to be maximized by considering the allocation of computing and band-
width resources in an integrated manner. For example, a computing task with parallelism
differences is introduced in a mobile edge computing system, and a heterogeneous com-
puting framework is needed to properly partition the different computing tasks, to achieve
efficient execution of the task [55]. In addition, Ethernet has established a programmable,
Turing-complete blockchain program by adding smart contract technology, driving the
blockchain technology into the 2.0 era [87]. The core value proposition of Ethereum is a
full-featured programming language suitable for implementing complex business logic [77].

Cluster 4 “traceability” has 38 members, and it reflects hotspot 4: the values of
blockchain technology; cluster 10 (privacy protection), cluster 11 (authentication), cluster
16 (communication system security) and cluster 18 (security) also reflect this hotspot. As
mentioned before, blockchain is a distributed database recording the input and output
of every transaction, which makes it easy to track changes in asset and trading activi-
ties [10]. In addition, blockchain can improve the entire data-management process in a
complex network consisting of processors, retailers, regulators and consumers. Although
the decentralization and transparency of blockchain will enable information sharing in
real time [11], blockchain technology can still protect identity privacy (referring to the
association between user-identity information and blockchain address) and transaction
privacy (referring to the transaction records stored in blockchain and the knowledge behind
the transaction records) of users. For instance, Wang and Li [88] designed a medical-data
privacy-protection system that integrates blockchain, group signature and asymmetric en-
cryption, realizing reliable medical-data sharing among medical institutions, and protecting
patients’ data privacy. As for authentication, although anonymity is an important topic to
highlight in protecting the privacy of users’ transactions, the need for proof of identity is an
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objective in the development of blockchain. In the Internet of things especially, things are
processed and data are exchanged without human intervention. Therefore, these entities
need to be identified and verified against each other, otherwise they will become targets
for malicious users or malicious use [89]. Nowadays, the Internet of things is developing
rapidly, but it is inevitable that there will be many violations of security policies. As a
result, the way in which the privacy of the communicating parties can be protected in
network communication has attracted more and more attention. Mishra and Bhanodiya [90]
conducted a review of cryptography–steganography systems which combine cryptography
with steganography, and found that the system provides a high level of security for the
exchange of critical information. With the gradual application of blockchain technology, its
security is also a concern of scholars. Although blockchain technology has advantages, such
as reliable information exchange and complete data storage, there are still many security
risks in the blockchain system at this stage. For instance, the system based on blockchain is
weak [91]. Since 2009, the bitcoin and Ethernet platforms related to blockchain technology
have suffered a loss of USD 86.7 million. Similarly, Zheng et al. [42] pointed out that some
self-centered miners will collude to attack blockchain. Therefore, blockchain is not as safe
as expected, and many attacks have occurred.

Cluster 5, “consortium blockchain,” has 37 members, and it reflects hotspot 5: the types
of blockchain. As a kind of blockchain, the consortium blockchain refers to the blockchain
technology that can be controlled by pre-selected nodes in the process of consensus [92].
It is well known that there are three types of blockchain, consisting of public blockchain,
private blockchain and consortium blockchain. In terms of scale and openness, consortium
blockchain is the one between private blockchain and public blockchain. That is to say, the
consortium blockchain is partially decentralized, has high throughput, and fast transactions.
Therefore, the consortium blockchain is widely considered to be an ideal tool in financial
supervision. It can ensure financial transactions are better protected, while the financial
sector and regulatory institutions are able to keep track of participants more easily [93]. In
addition, well-known applications of consortium blockchain include R3 and Hyperledger,
which can support a wide range of scene applications in banking, finance, insurance,
medical and other industries. Given the above advantages, consortium blockchain is
attracting more and more attention, and is becoming one of the hotspots in the blockchain
research field.

Cluster 19, “smart contract”, has 23 members, and it reflects hotspot 6: the core tech-
nologies of blockchain. As a kind of computer program proposed by Nick Szabo, smart
contract is usually used to replicate the actions described in physical/traditional contracts,
and its objectives consists of visibility, confirmability, confidentially and performability [94].
Bitcoin and its scripting language indicate that blockchain has laid the foundation for exe-
cuting smart contracts because of its read-add property [95]. Smart contracts automatically
respond to the needs of the main body in real time, greatly improving service efficiency
without the participation of third-party central institutions [96]. Moreover, smart contracts
can alleviate information asymmetries, and have the potential to expand the contract space
and improve consensus quality [6]. In addition, cryptography, distributed storage, and
consensus mechanisms are core technologies of blockchain. These four core technologies
build a self-running social-trust network that does not rely on third parties, which can
then promote the whole society to start valuable interconnections and make a positive
contribution to the circular economy [97].

In summary, we detected six research hotspots in the blockchain research field, through
quantitative analysis, consisting of the specific application areas of blockchain technology,
the integration of blockchain and other technologies, the driving factors of blockchain,
the values of blockchain technology, the types of blockchain and the core technologies
of blockchain.
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3.2.2. Keyword-Burst Analysis

As noted above, keyword-burst analysis was utilized to detect research frontiers and
to grasp emerging trends during a certain time. Figure 4 shows the top 20 keywords with
the strongest bursts in the blockchain research field from 2015 to 2021.
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As shown in Figure 4, the three strongest bursts were “bitcoin” (strength = 20.34,
2016–2019), “architecture” (strength = 8.33, 2019–2019) and “cryptocurrency” (strength = 8.29,
2017–2019), and these keywords represent the hotspots of blockchain research in the cor-
responding periods. In the most recent years, from 2020 to 2021, “entrepreneurship”
(strength = 2.87, 2020–2021), “contract” (strength = 5.82, 2020–2021), “industrial internet”
(strength = 3.47, 2020–2021), “data management” (strength = 2.87, 2020–2021) and “dis-
tributed ledger technology” (strength = 2.87, 2020–2021) are citation breakout points, all of
which represents the research frontiers of the blockchain research field in the last few years.

Additionally, based on the results of the keyword-burst analysis, the research evolu-
tionary trends of blockchain can be divided into three stages. In the first research stage
(2015–2017), the main research subjects covered bitcoin (the burst strength of bitcoin = 20.34)
and cryptocurrency (the burst strength of cryptocurrency = 8.29). As stated before, bitcoin
uses blockchain technology as the underlying technology and represents the application of
the blockchain 1.0 era. In the second research phase (2018–2019), the surged keywords con-
sisted of privacy-preserving (the burst strength of privacy-preserving = 4.50), architecture
(the burst strength of architecture = 8.33) and electronic health record (the burst strength of
electronic health record = 4.49). This demonstrates that the second research phase broadens
the research themes of the first phase, and leverages the value of blockchain technology in
concrete applications. In the last research phase (2020–2021), the mainstream research topics
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included “entrepreneurship” (the burst strength of entrepreneurship = 2.87, 2020–2021),
“contract” (the burst strength of contract = 5.82, 2020–2021), “industrial internet” (the burst
strength of industrial internet = 3.47, 2020–2021), “data management” (the burst strength
of data management = 2.87, 2020–2021) and “distributed ledger technology” (the burst
strength of distributed ledger technology = 2.87, 2020–2021), all of which represent the
further expansion of blockchain application scenarios.

3.3. Qualitative Analysis
3.3.1. Other Research Topics of Blockchain Research

The fact that the six research hotspots were ascertained through quantitative analysis
merits attention. However, important subjects may be neglected because they did not have
a high number of citations [29]. This research adopted a three-step procedure for qualitative
analysis to find other important subjects of blockchain research, which is shown in Figure 5.
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In addition, keywords could be utilized to detect research hot topics within the scien-
tific community, and it have also been used in previous research [29]. Therefore, to find
other topics in the blockchain research field, we used the Statistical Analysis Toolkit for
Informatics 3.2 (SATI3.2) to count keyword frequencies of all 4329 literature publications
in step 1. Based on the above frequencies, we drew the word cloud of the keywords (see
Figure 6) in step 2. Finally, combining the keyword size and position in Figure 6, and
using professional experience, we recognized the other research subjects in the blockchain
research field in step 3; these consisted of the Internet of thing (frequency = 321), access
control (frequency = 148) and trust (frequency = 164).
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Figure 6. The word cloud of blockchain research keywords.

Enabled by the latest developments in RFID (radio-frequency identification) technol-
ogy, smart sensors, communication technologies and Internet protocols, the Internet of
things is rapidly finding its way into our modern lives, and aims to improve our qual-
ity of life by connecting many smart devices, technologies and applications. As pointed
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out previously, the Internet of things is expected to bridge diverse technologies (such as
blockchain technology). By combining information-sensing devices with the network, new
technologies will be generated to support strategic decisions [98].Therefore, it is popular
to discuss the critical role of blockchain technology in various application scenarios of
the Internet of things [99,100]. In addition, the success of the IoT revolution depends
on many key challenges, such as security and privacy [101], so effective access control
mechanisms must be defined and implemented to protect privacy. In order to allow users
better control of their own data, Ouaddah et al. [102] created a completely decentralized
privileged-management framework for anonymity and privacy protection. Within this
framework, FairAccess was introduced, and it opened up a new area of applicability for
blockchain-access control. As for trust, it is confirmed that trust plays a key and com-
plex role in sharing economic interactions [103], while the trust-free system created by
blockchain promises to revolutionize peer-to-peer interactions that require a high level of
trust. In such trust-free system, blockchain technology is used to automatically create an
immutable, consensually agreed, and publicly available record of past transactions, which
is governed by the whole system to mitigate trust issues in transaction systems [104]. As a
result, it is popular to discuss the roles of blockchain technology in ensuring trust during
transaction processes.

According to the above discussion, three other research topics have been identi-
fied through qualitative analysis, which consists of the Internet of things, access control
and trust.

3.3.2. Current Research Gaps in Blockchain Research

Based on the relevant content analysis of blockchain study from 2015 to 2021, we
identified two research gap which have had a lack of investigation and need more attention.
The first one is the true effect of blockchain technology on firms’ operational efficiency.
As discussed in hotspot 1, blockchain technology is widely applied in various scenarios,
due to its decentralization and trust-free feature, driving the transformation of the in-
dustrial economy into an information economy. However, most research evaluating the
effect of blockchain technology on firms’ operational efficiency is based on a single project
case [11,105], which is not universal for all fields and projects. Generally speaking, firms’
operational efficiency is the combination of results caused by multiple factors, including
energy use, technological innovation and policy coordination [106]. Therefore, the true
effect of blockchain technology on firms’ operational efficiency needs to be investigated
independently, under the condition that other conditions are controlled and unchanged.
The second research gap is the regulation on the “dark sides” of blockchain technology. As
discussed in hotspot 1 and 2, plenty of technical applications based on blockchain technol-
ogy are promoting social development. However, the illegal applications of blockchain
technology are rarely mentioned. As cryptocurrencies are one of the largest unregulated
markets in the world, one-quarter of bitcoin users and one-half of bitcoin transactions
are associated with illicit activity [107]. Allman [108] has revealed the process of bitcoin
transactions as being associated with illegal activity: bitcoin’s anonymous trading methods,
with cryptocurrencies drawing value from illegal markets, money laundering, the “darknet”
(the online black market), and initial coin offerings, present challenges for regulators. In
addition, it is pointed out that terrorists and criminals have exploited bitcoin’s P2P and
pseudo-anonymous nature in furtherance of their illicit activities [109,110]. These problems
are related to the lack of legal and personnel supervision of blockchain, which is decentral-
ized, and the fact that the transaction records are difficult to change [111]. Consequently,
in order to further crack down on fraud and other illegal acts against consumers and
market interests, the United States, China, Britain, Japan, and Switzerland have proposed
corresponding regulatory methods to manage blockchain technology [112]. However, it is
pointed out that bitcoin is still absolutely unrestricted in approximately 110 countries and
that since bitcoin is new, the government and banks have not applied any corresponding
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policies to it [111]. Therefore, more research focusing on the regulation of the technology
will be published, to overcome these dark sides of blockchain technology.

4. Tentative Conclusions
4.1. Overview

The present research combines quantitative analysis (i.e., scientometric analysis) with
qualitative analysis (i.e., content analysis) to identify the research hotspots, research fron-
tiers and evolutionary paths of blockchain research from 2015 to 2021, and to identify the
research gaps for future research. To achieve these goals, we designed and adopted a
four-sub-step research procedure, consisting of data collection, descriptive analysis, quanti-
tative analysis (i.e., scientometric analysis), and qualitative analysis (i.e., content analysis).
Based on the data gathered from the WoS core-collection database, we finished the research
process, and the conclusions mainly include the following points.

4.1.1. The Current State of Blockchain Research

In terms of source journals, IEEE Access and IEEE Internet of Things Journal were the
most impactful journals in the blockchain research field.

As for the academic performances of different stakeholders, countries such as China,
the United States, India and England have made tremendous academic contributions to
the blockchain research field. The academic institutions, Beijing University of Posts and
Telecommunications, Chinese Academy of Sciences, and King Saud University had the
most prominent influence. In term of authors, Yan Zhang, Kim-Kwang Raymond Choo
and Neeraj Kumar had outstanding influence in this field.

Through document co-citation analysis, Christidis and Devetsikiotis [42], Zheng et al.
(2017) [25] and Zheng et al. (2018) [42] were found to be in the top three of all documents in
terms of importance degree. Through quantitative and qualitative analyses, nine research
questions were identified: the specific application areas of blockchain technology, the
integration of blockchain and other technologies, the driving factors of blockchain, the
values of blockchain technology, the types of blockchain, the core technologies of blockchain,
the Internet of things, access control and trust.

4.1.2. The Research Frontiers and Openness of Blockchain Research

Five research frontiers were identified through keyword-burst analysis, consisting of
entrepreneurship, contract, industrial internet, data management and distributed ledger
technology. Furthermore, three phases of blockchain research were summarized in a com-
prehensive summary: the first stage (2015–2017) introduces the product of the blockchain
1.0 era (bitcoin); the second stage (2018–2019) represents the specific application areas of
blockchain; and the third stage (2020–2021) extends the scope of the research and applica-
tion scenarios, which also represent the research frontiers.

Two research gaps in the blockchain field were identified by the qualitative analysis,
namely the true effect of blockchain technology on firms’ operational efficiency and the
regulation of the “dark sides” of blockchain technology. These themes deserve more
attention from researchers and practitioners in the blockchain research field.

4.2. Limitations and Recommendations

This research may have some limitations. Firstly, the completeness of the data adopted
in the present research may be limited. Although the WoS database used in the resent
research is considered to be the core database, because of its most authoritative publications,
and has been used as the only database in many bibliometric articles in many fields, the
present research might still have neglected some important literature that is outside of
the WoS database. In addition, since the data collection of this research was conducted
on 1 January 2022, there may not have been enough time for recently published articles
to be referenced and to appear in the quantitative and qualitative analysis Therefore, the
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conclusions drawn from the data might also be restricted. Subsequent researchers can
enrich the data source and take into account the valuable publications published recently.

Additionally, as has already been pointed out, misspellings, incoherence, and homo-
phones can also make bibliometric studies fail [113]. As a result, even though the data used
in this study went through two rounds of screening, it is inevitable that this research has
used a very small amount of irrelevant data. Thus, future research in this area could refine
the data-screening process and improve data quality.

Finally, this research gives an overview of blockchain research by showing 18 effective
thematic clusters. However, as a literature review, this research cannot be expected to iden-
tify research problems and make research hypotheses about blockchain. Future research
could pay attention to the application effect of blockchain in these thematic clusters by
using empirical analysis.
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